Comparison of activities between hammerhead ribozymes and DNA enzymes targeted to L6 BCR-ABL chimeric (b2a2) mRNA.
For the treatment of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML), attempts have been made to design hammerhead ribozymes that can specifically cleave BCR-ABL fusion mRNA. In the case of L6 BCR-ABL fusion mRNA (b2a2 type), which has no effective cleavage sites for conventional hammerhead ribozymes near the BCR-ABL junction, it has proved very difficult to cleave the chimeric mRNA specifically. Several hammerhead ribozymes with relatively long junction-recognition sequences have poor substrate-specificity. Therefore, we explored the possibility of using DNA enzymes, that was newly selected by Santoro & Joyce and that can cleave RNA molecules with high activity, to cleave of L6 BCR-ABL fusion (b2a2) mRNA. By contrast to the results with the conventional ribozymes, the newly designed DNA enzymes, having higher flexibility for selection of cleavage sites, were able to cleave this chimeric RNA molecule specifically at sites close to the junction, without any cleavage of the normal ABL or BCR mRNA.